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DNA topology: Feeling the pulse of a topoisomerase
Andrzej Stasiak
The action of individual type II DNA topoisomerases has
been followed in real time by observing the elastic
response of single DNA molecules to sequential strand
passage events. Micromanipulation methods provide a
complementary approach to biochemical studies for
investigating the mechanism of DNA topoisomerases.
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In imperial China, medical doctors entrusted with the
emperor’s health had an exceptionally difficult task, as
they were not allowed to touch the emperor. Because of
this, they had to devise clever ways of medical examina-
tion. To take the pulse of their patient, for example, they
just used a simple thread. A loop on one end of the
thread was conveniently placed around the emperor’s
arm while the other end was gently pulled by the doctor.
A slightly modified approach of the emperor’s doctors
technique has recently been used by Strick et al. [1] for a
‘medical examination’ of type II DNA topoisomerase.
The results have shed new light on the mechanism of
action of this enzyme.
Instead of a simple thread, Strick et al. [1] used an
approximately 4 mm long linear double-stranded DNA
molecule. While the DNA always remained in solution,
one end of it was affixed to a solid surface and the other
was gently pulled via a small magnetic bead that was
attached to this end. Using an ingenious micromanipula-
tion set-up that enabled them to rotate the magnetic bead
while precisely controlling the extension force [2], the
authors were able to supercoil at will the linear DNA
molecule (Figure 1). As ‘plectonemic’ (interwound) super-
coils accumulate in the molecule, a marked shortening of
the direct distance between its two ends was observed
(Figure 1). Under the stretching force applied in this
experiment, each rotation of the magnetic bead caused an
apparent shortening of the DNA by 45 nm. When the
DNA molecule was sufficiently supercoiled, Drosophila
melanogaster type II DNA topoisomerase was added to the
system, and its action was monitored by following the
end-to-end extension of the DNA (still subjected to the
same stretching force). 
Figure 1
The experimental set-up used by Strick et al.
[1] to supercoil linear DNA molecules and
monitor the relaxation reaction mediated by a
type II topoisomerase. Magnetic beads,
shown as red spheres, allowed the authors
to keep the DNA molecule with a constant
stretching force and at the same time to
supercoil it in a controlled way. Each
relaxation cycle counterbalanced two
complete rotations that were introduced with
the magnetic bead. In the actual
experiments, the molecules had about 30
supercoils which were sequentially relaxed in
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Eukaryotic type II topoisomerases relax supercoiled DNA
in an ATP-dependent manner. Strick et al. [1] observed
that each relaxation event allowed the DNA end tethered
to the magnetic bead to move further from the glass surface
(where the fixed other end is). Registering this process pro-
duced an electrocardiogram-like graph, in which each jump
corresponded to one relaxation event. The height of each
jump was 90 nm, as expected for a type II topoisomerase
that changes the DNA linking number — the number of
times one strand twines round the other — in steps of two,
and therefore each relaxation event can eliminate the
‘shortening effect’ of two complete DNA rotations. 
By varying the ATP concentration, Strick et al. [1] were able
to modulate the ‘pulse rate’ of the topoisomerase. At low
ATP concentration (10 mM) and under conditions where
only one active topoisomerase was acting on the DNA, the
average time needed for one relaxation event was approxi-
mately 30 seconds. When the ATP concentration was
increased to 300 mM, the relaxation rate increased to about
two events per second. Although the results on the rate of
the topoisomerase reaction show good agreement with
much earlier bulk biochemical experiments [3], the new
single molecule results are more reliable as they are less
affected by potential problems resulting from the fact that,
in bulk experiments, one averages over active and inactive
enzyme molecules whose relative proportions are unknown.
Micromanipulation methods make it possible to test the
effect of pulling forces on the kinetics of the reaction,
which can provide insights into mechanistic aspects of the
reaction. For example, Leger et al. [4] have demonstrated
that stretching double-stranded DNA stimulates RecA
protein binding to the DNA molecule, consistent with
RecA’s known ability to stretch the DNA upon binding
[5]. But when the DNA was prestretched to an extension
greater than that observed in RecA–DNA complexes, the
binding and formation of properly structured RecA–DNA
complexes required work against the stretching force [4].
Strick et al. [1] therefore tested how the topoisomerase
rate is affected by increasing the stretching force acting on
supercoiled DNA molecules. 
In contrast to bacterial gyrase, all eukaryotic type II
topoisomerases relax supercoiled DNA, so that the reac-
tion seems to proceed down the energy gradient. It was
thus reasonable to expect that a higher pulling force, by
increasing the energy difference for each relaxation event,
should increase the relaxation rate. This expectation was
not, however, confirmed by the experiments performed
by Strick et al. [1]. In fact, increasing the pulling force was
found to decrease the relaxation rate, as if the topoiso-
merase was obliged to work against the increasing force.
Strick et al. [1] suggest an explanation for this observation
on the basis of a proposed topoisomerase II mechanism in
which the enzyme cleaves a segment of bound DNA to
create a ‘gate’, through which a ‘transport’ segment of
DNA is passed to change the molecule’s linkage number
(Figure 2). The suggestion is that closure of the cleaved
gate segment, after the strand passage, might be very sen-
sitive to pulling forces which could directly oppose the
closure. This observation is a new piece of information
which should help us to understand the complex mecha-
nism of type II topoisomerases.
Figure 2 outlines the presently accepted model of action
of type II topoisomerases [6]. The model proposes that
topoisomerase binds first to a site which will be cleaved
during the reaction and which will later serve as a gate for
the transport of another segment across the cleavage site.
The first site is called G, for gate, and the transported
Figure 2
An outline of the relaxation reaction catalysed by type II DNA
topoisomerase. Positively supercoiled DNA, shown with two supercoils,
is bound by DNA topoisomerase, which is known to be heart-shaped [6].
The first bound DNA segment, called G for gate, is cleaved and its ends
are covalently attached to the enzyme; covalent attachment conserves
the energy of the severed strands. Strong non-covalent binding between
both subunits of the dimeric enzyme ensures that the severed ends
remain in close proximity and are ready for religation. Another region,
called T for transport, is transported through the temporarily open gate
(blue arrow). The G segment is then religated and the DNA is intact, as
before, but no longer supercoiled. Notice that stretching force acting on











DNA segment is denoted by the letter T. In the presence
of ATP, the binding of segment G to the enzyme is
followed by binding of the segment T, and then by
passage of the T segment through the temporarily cleaved
G segment. After transport, the G segment is religated and
the T segment is released. As a result, the topoisomerase
progressively relaxes the supercoiled DNA.
Strick et al. [1] were interested in testing what happens in
the absence of ATP. Are segments G and T still brought
together into close proximity within the topoisomerase? To
answer this question, the force acting on the supercoiled
linear DNA was periodically increased and decreased.
Protein-free supercoiled linear DNA behaves very simi-
larly to a strongly twisted linear rubber tube: when the two
ends are brought together, the tube buckles and inter-
wound supercoils form; and when the two ends are pulled
apart, the interwound coils progressively unravel. In the
absence of topoisomerase, the DNA shows the expected
response to varying stretching force. But when topoiso-
merase was introduced it interfered with the progressive
extension, as if topoisomerase prevented the unravelling of
interwound supercoils. To interfere with unravelling of
supercoils the enzyme has to bind at the same time to two
opposing segments of an interwound region. 
This observation corroborates earlier electron microscopy
studies showing that topoisomerase II can clump two
segments of DNA even in the absence of ATP [7]. With the
micromanipulation method however, it was possible to
learn more. Strick et al. [1] decided to measure the half-life
of the DNA-clamping events. To this end, they measured
the time during which clamps prevented the DNA from
extending under a low stretching force. They observed two
types of clamping event: 70% of them had a half-life of
about 20 seconds, and the remaining 30% had a very long
half-life of about 260 seconds. This new finding demon-
strates that topoisomerase binding to two sites is a complex
process that proceeds through at least two different configu-
rations. We shall certainly need all these mechanistic details
to be able to understand how type II DNA topoisomerases
keep the level of DNA knotting and catenation below the
thermodynamic equilibrium [8,9]. This is certainly the most
puzzling open question in DNA topology [10].
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